
In today’s world, data is very much a strategic asset for federal 
departments and agencies. To succeed and modernize, governments 
need data-centric strategies.

Cisco, Pure Storage and Veeam deliver a powerful converged infrastructure solution that guarantees not 
just the availability, but the hyper-availability of data, and helps you achieve unparalleled data protection for 
your federal department or agency.
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The Hyper-Available FlashStack: Delivering always-on, always available federal data
Simplicity

Streamlined buying and 
support experience, 
faster deployment

Reliability

Built-in data protection means 
greater availability and reliability 

of apps and data

Agility

Scale out functionality in 
minutes to support new or 

changing IT services and apps

Hyper Availability

Eliminate data loss and 
provide unparalleled rapid 

recovery 

Operational Savings

Simpli�ed management 
means reduced overhead 

and support

High performing Cisco FlashStack with Pure Storage FlashArray

Flexible, integrated infrastructure that simpli�es 
compute, storage, systems management, and 
networking

Validated solution architectures for tier one apps that 
run your federal organization

Designed for performance and scalability for a wide 
range of environments and applications including 
sensitive departmental data

Modern government agencies depend on data that’s consistently reliable and accessible
Data protection and hyper-availability with Veeam Availability Suite

Delivers availability for ALL workloads—virtual, physical,   
and cloud—from a single management console

Instantly recover VMs, complete objects, sensitive records, 
and more

Combines backup, restore and replication with advanced 
monitoring, reporting and capacity planning with fast and 
secure ways to backup, replicate and restore to the cloud

As a consequence, federal IT departments now struggle with:

Achieving Hyper-Available 
Federal Data

Improve scienti�c research through hyper-availability
Federal government has immediate and constant
access to research data, helping minimize downtime 
and increase operational e�ciency

Protect criminal forensics with advanced 
monitoring, reporting, and capacity planning
With visibility of the entire environment, the IT team 
can allocate resources e�ciently and resolve issues 
before they become real problems

Real-life Federal Outcomes


